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Sting Ray… even the word has a special quality that transcends the popular image of 

America’s best known sports car. Who created it and how? What was the unusual 

combination of personalities and events that enabled its production? Peter Brock knows the 

story intimately as he was part of it. Just 19 and fresh out of California’s prestigious Art 

Center College of Design he had little idea that corporate circumstances far beyond his 

understanding would deliver the opportunity of a life time; a chance to interpret the vision 

of William “Bill” Mitchell to create the 1963 Corvette Sting Ray. 

 

In 1957 the Corvette program was in jeopardy. America’s first modern sports car was 

just four years old and projected sales were nowhere near meeting upper management’s goals. A corporate mandate by General Motor’s 

President had already been issued to terminate any hint of “performance” across GM’s entire line. There seemed little hope the Corvette 

would survive.  Bill Mitchell thought otherwise. A 20 year advocate of exciting automotive beauty, with a love of performance and classic 

design, he took it upon himself to defy authority and create, in secret, an entirely new Corvette that would reverse all corporate opposition 

and set a new standard of aesthetic design and technical excellence for Chevrolet and ultimately GM. 

  

Brock’s new book on the creation of the first Corvette Sting Ray tells the inside story, from the foreign inspiration to the adoption of prior 

dreams that never made it, to the actual design of the prototype that did. More than 180 never before seen images share the behind the 

scenes history and evolution of the Sting Ray, including Brock's original design studio drawings showing the variations that were 

contemplated along with the sketch Mitchell ultimately chose as the direction to pursue. This story is about far more than the design of an 

American Icon; It’s a personal history of the era and the inside story of the team that collaborated to create the iconic 1963 Corvette Sting 

Ray. 
 

About the Author 
Peter Brock’s involvement with high performance automobiles dates backs to the early 1950s. Just 12 years old, long before he even knew 
that automotive design could be a profession, he convinced the dubious owner of a small “foreign car” garage that his team of  three 
mechanics could operate far more efficiently with a non-paid “gopher” to sweep floors and wipe tools. Being around fast cars and the men 
who built and raced them was his entre to an adult world that fired an interest in beautiful equipment that has never diminished. 



 
After almost seven decades in the fascinating world of high performance cars of all types Brock has traveled the world racing his own cars 
or those of manufacturers he’s been hired to work with as a driver, designer, consultant or team owner/manager.  His role at GM Styling 
in the late 1950s has been well overshadowed having joined Carroll Shelby in 1961 where he designed the Daytona Cobra Coupe that won 
its class in the 24 Hours of Le Mans in 1964 and then scored America’s first FIA GT World Championship in 1965 for Shelby American. After 
that he formed Brock Racing Enterprises (BRE) winning several national SCCA and 2.5 Trans-Am championships in the late ‘60s and ‘70s.  
 
Brock’s interest in aviation then led him to pioneer flex-wing flight with foot-launched hang gliders that won the World’s cross country 
championships six years in a row.  This was followed by a return to his first passion, automotive design, as a popular instructor at 
Pasadena’s Art Center College of Design. Now based in Henderson, Nevada Brock is married to his business partner Gayle.  For numerous 
years  they have spanned the globe covering racing of all kinds as photojournalists for a number of American and foreign publications.   
 
Brock is also the author of the highly acclaimed tome Daytona Cobra Coupes: Carroll Shelby’s 1964 World Champions and the following 
companion book Cobra Daytona Coupe CSX 2601: World Champion. 
 

Book Excerpts: 
Following are excerpts from the book for your viewing pleasure. For pages to display as they are seen in the book PLEASE REVIEW IN 
ADOBE Reader as VIEW/PAGE DISPLAY/TWO PAGE VIEW.  





















 



 

 

 

  



 
 

This fascinating book on the history of America's first Corvette Sting Ray opens up a world most never knew 
existed, answering questions most never knew to ask.  You will never want it to end.   

Brock satisfies that itch by providing an 18 page Epilogue (3 pages seen here). 
 

The Epilogue covers when the major players left and what they did after life at GM.  Also described is the 
Corvette Grand Sport, including its first match against the Cobras in 1963 (something Brock knows a thing 

or two about).  Brock also provides his critique of GM today and the introduction of the C7,  
the new Corvette Stingray for 2014. 

 
Mark August 10th on your calendar. 

What the world knows about the history of the 1963 Corvette Sting Ray... is about to change. 
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